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Arsrucr
The cell parameters of deuterated gypsum have been extracted from Rietveld analysis of powder neutron diffraction data within the temperature range 4.2-320 K. The
thermal expansion of gypsum is highly anisotropic along the D axis principally because
of the effect of the D2...Ol hydrogen bond. The high-temperature limits for the
expansioncoefficientsfor the cell edgesa, b, and c ate 3.98 x 10-6, 4.36 x l0-5' and
and for the cell volume the limit is 6.96 x l0-5 K-'. The
2.53 x l0-5 K-r, respectively,
B angle displays oscillatory variation, reflecting a changein the influence ofat least two
coupled processes.Empirical data analysis, within this temperature range, results in
o u : 1 . 2 5 1x l 0 - 6 s i n ( 0 . 0 1 l 6 f+ 0 . 3 1 l ) K ' .

plane below 363 K, necessitatingstructural or symmetry
modifications in responseto the temperature variations.
Gypsum is the most common sulfate mineral and is
The thermal dehydration reactions and products of gypusually found within evaporite sequencesor associated
have been extensively studied at both negligible vawith calcareoussedimentary deposits. Large deposits of sum
por pressures(e.g.,Lager et al. 1984; Putnis et al. 1990)
alabastergypsum are commonly observed at the sole of
and under various confining pressures(e.g., McConnell
many large-scaletectonic dislocations and thrust faults
Abriel et al. 1990),revealinga small stability
(Heard and Rubey 1966) within evaporitic regions.Hub- et al. 1987;
gypsum, terminated by the onset of dehydration'
for
field
pore
presbert and Rubey (1959) suggestedthat elevated
The response of the gypsum structure to temperature
sures within such sequencesreduce the overall normal
variations does not appear to have been studied in detail
stress across potential failure planes, greatly enhancing
by diffraction techniques, so we have used time-of-flight
the probability of the formation of such large-scaleoverpowder neutron diffraction to monitor the thermal beprespore
thrusts. It is likely that such abnormally high
havior of gypsum within the temperature runge4.2-320 K.
sures are generated by the decomposition of hydrous
mineral phases at depth, and consequently there have
ExpnruunNTAL METHoDS
been many studiesofthe effectofdehydration and synpropused for these experiments was Voltarre
The
material
tectonic metamorphic changeon the deformation
Italy. Chemical analysesby ICP
gypsum
Tuscany,
from
(e.g.,
1988).
Rutter
and
Brodie
materials
of
certain
erties
To generate flow laws and to model the deformation and anion chromatography showed that the only trace
properties of gypsum a full understandingof the temper- elements of any significancewere Sr and Ce both at the
0.1 wto/olevel. Becauseof the large incoherent cross secature-dependentstructural behavior is required.
The crystal structure of gypsum was first solved by tion for the scatteringof thermal neutrons from protons,
Wooster (1936) using single-crystal X-ray diffraction. it was necessaryto deuterate the sample for powder difBragg (1937) recalculatedthese data to transform the C fraction experimentsto avoid large backgroundsand imcell, chosen by Wooster, to an 1 cell, and the resulting prove the signal-to-noise ratio. Deuteration of the gypspacegroup, I2/a,has been used in subsequentstructural sum, by simple rehydration of dehydrated gypsum using
studies(Atoji and Rundle 1958;Cole and Lancucki 1974; DrO, was performed just prior to the experiment to minimizeH*Dexchange.
Pedersenand Semmingsen1982).
Neutron time-of-flight powder diffraction data were
The thermal behavior of gypsum has been shown to be
somewhat unique. For example, the optical properties of collected on the medium resolution diffractometer POgypsum as a function of temperatuie, monitored by LARIS (Smith et aI. 1994) at the ISIS neutron spallation
Hutchinson and Tutton (1913), changedramatically with source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K. (Wilson
the convergenceofthe refractive indices B and "y, on in- 1995). Just over 2 g of deuterated gypsum was packed
creasing temperature, and their crossing over at about into an indium-sealed cylindrical vanadium can with an
363 K. At this point the optic axial plane becomesper- internal diameter of 12 mm. The sample was quenched
pendicular to (010), which is parallel to the optic axial inliquidnitrogenbeforebeingplacedinanlLL"Orange"
Ir.rrnooucrroN
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Frcuru l. Neutron powder ditrraction profile of gypsum at 4.2 K. The dots representthe observed data, and the solid line
representsthe calculatedprofile. The limits on the residual plot are +3a.

cryostat and cooled to 4.2 K. Diffraction patterns were
collectedfor a total of 350 pA-h, initially at 4.2 K, then
at l0 K, and subsequentlyat intervalsof l0 K up to 320
K, with an equilibration time of 5 min. A seriesof four
isothermal experiments were performed at 330 K as a
checkfor the onset ofdehydration.
Data in the time-of-flight range3500-19250 ps in the
backscatteringdetector bank (20: 145") were "binned"
as At/t : 0.001, backgroundsubtracted,normalized to
the incident flux distribution using the isotropic incoherent scatteringfrom a vanadium rod, and were finally corrected for absorption and selfscattering. These data were
subsequentlyused in Rietveld profile refinement.

this refinement were then used as the initial data set for
the subsequentrefinement, in this casefor the profile at
l0 K, and so on for the remaining temperatures.
Figure I shows the final fit to the data for deuterated
gypsum at 4.2 K, with the dots representingthe diffraction data and the solid line showing the calculatedprofile.
The differencebetweenthe difraction profiles divided by
the estimated standard deviation is shown with the horizontal dotted lines reflectinE +3o, and agreementfactors
Ro : 2.84, R*, : 2.25, and R"*e: 1.49o/oare for 1779
observationsand 4l variables. The large incoherent scattering ofneutrons causedby H can be used to assessthe
degree of deuteration of the gypsum used in this study.
The low background intensity indicates that the deuteration of the gypsum was very high, and attempts to refine the data by incorporating protons within the model
indicated that the D content was above 99o/oof the expected total.

Dlrn nnr,rNEMENT
The cell parametersused in the calculation of the thermal expansionwere calculatedduring Rietveld profile refinements, which were performed using the dedicated
time-of-flight packageTFI4LS (David et al. 1993)based
L,lrrrcB ExpANsroN
on the Cambridge Crystallographic Subroutine Library.
The first refinement was performed on the data collected
The lattice parameters, extracted from the Rietveld
at 4.2 K using the coherent scatteringlengths from Sears analyses,for gypsum within the temperature range 4.2(1992)(Ca 4.70,5 2.847,O 5.803,and D 6.671fm), with 320 K are given in Table 1 and displayed in Figure 2.
the starting model based on the coordinates of Pedersen These data show that the thermal expansion ofgypsum
and Semmingsen(1982). The calculatedparametersfor is extremely anisotropic, with the b lattice parameter in-
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TABLE
gypsumfrom
1, Thelatticeparameters
of deuterated
4.2 to 320 K
r(K)
4.2
10
20
30
40
CU

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320

a(A)

b(A)

c(A)

Bf)

v(A.)

5.6740(5) 15.1049(2)6.4909(4) 118.513(2)488.83(8)
5.6741(5) 15.1049(2)6.4910(4) 118.514(2)488.84(8)
s.6741(5)15.1053(2)6.4911(4)118.513(2)488.87(8)
5.6741(s)1s.1054(2)6.4911(4)118.513(2)488.87(8)
5.6740(s) 15.1056(2)6.4914(4) 118.512(2)488.88(8)
5.6739(5) 15.1058(2)6.4917(4) 118.512(2) 488.92(8)
5.6737(5) 15.1060(2)6.4922(41118.510(2) 488.96(8)
5.6737(s) 1s.106s(2) 6.4929(4) 118.510(2)489.03(8)
5.6738(5) 15.1079(2)6.4936(4) 118.510(2) 489.15(8)
5.6737(5) 15.1091(2)6.4946(4) 118.510(2) 489.25(8)
5.6737(5) 15.1108(2)6.49s6(4) 118.503(2)489.39(8)
5.6739(5) 15.1126(2)6.4966(4) 118.501(2)489.55(8)
5.6739(5) 15.1151(2)6.4979(4) 118.4es(2)489.74(8)
5.6740(s) 15.1174(216.4991(4) 118.499(2)489.92(9)
s.6741(5) 15.1205(2)6.5004(4) 118.497(2)4s0.13(9)
5.6742(5) 15.1236(2)6.5018(4) 118.4s5(2)490.36(9)
5.6744(5) 15.1268(2)6.5032(4) 118.495(2)490.58(9)
5.6745(s) 15.1305(2)6.5046(4) 118.494(2)490.82(9)
5.674s(s) 1s.1347(216.5061(4) 118.492(2) 491.08(9)
5.6746(5) 15.1388(2)6.5074(4) 118.491(2) 491.33(9)
5.6749(5) 15.1427(2)6.5091(4) 118.491(2) 491.60(9)
s.67s1(6) 15.1478(2)6.5104(4) 118.491(2)491.89(9)
5.6752(6) 15.1524(2)6.5119(4) 118.491(2)492.16(9)
5.6754(6) 15.1s71(2)6.513s(4) 118.491(2) 492.45(9)
5.675s(6) 15.1618(2)6.5150(4) 118.490(2) 492.73(9)
s.6757(6) 15.1677(2)6.5164(4) 118.490(2)493.04(9)
5.6759(6) 15.1722(2)6.5180(5) 118.489(2) 493.3(1)
5.6759(6) 15.1777(2)6.s195(5) 118.489(2) 493.6(1)
s.6762(6) 15.1833(2)6.5211(5) 118.491(2)493.9(1)
5.6763(6) 15.1893(2)6.5228(5) 118.491(2) 494.3(1)
s 676s(6) 1s.1952(3) 6.s243(5) 118.491(2)494.6(1)
5.6768(6) 15.2008(3)6.5260(5) 118.493(2)494.s(1)
5 6769(6) 15.2074(316.5277(51 118.494(2)495.3(1)
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Frcunn 2. Variation of the lattice parametersof gypsum
within the temperaturerange4.2-320K. The raw dataareshown
creasingby 0. 1025 A and the a and c lattice parameters with the calculatedfits employingEinsteinfunctionsfor all paincreasingby 0.0029 and 0.0368A, respectively.The in- rametersexceptthe B angle,which wasempiricallyfitted by a
cosinefunction.
creasein the volume is 6.47 A', which representssome
principally
reflects the
l.3oloof the volume at 4.2 K and
anisotropyalongthe b axis.
On increasing temperature the a cell parameter indi- the B angleare not evident in the volume expansion,which
cates an apparent negative thermal expansion below 90 appearsto vary in the expectedmanner and is dominated
K, whereas above 90 K it increasesmore regularly as a by the large anisotropy along the b axis.
All the unit-cell parameters are well fitted to an Einfunction of temperature. This cannot, however, be fully
clarified at this stage and may simply result from the steinexpressionof the form X: Xo * K/(e'/r - l), where
small total expansion along a and the subsequentpro- Xo is the parameter X at 0 K, K is the Einstein constant,
portionally large error. Both the b and c cell parameters Zis the temperature in kelvins between4.2 and 330, and
vary more regularly, with little initial responsefollowed tl is the effective Einstein temperature. Becausethe B cell
by a near-linear increaseas a function of increasingtem- angle showed oscillatory behavior it was fitted empiriperature.Note that the onset ofsignificant expansiondoes cally with a generalcosine function ofthe form B : 0' +
not occur at the same temperature for these cell edges, A cos(':T + @),oscillating around B' with amplitude ,4,
with a, b, and c showing minimal or no increasesbelow effective angular frequency c.r,and phaseshift @.Because
of the uncertainty of the trend shown by the a lattice
about 100, 80, and 50 K, respectively.
The B angle also displays an unusual variation as a parameter below 50 K thesedata were excludedfrom the
function of increasing temperature, which is oscillatory fitting procedure. These fits and the raw dataare displayed
over the temperature range investigated, yet the maxi- graphically in Figure 2 and are tabulated with the assomum variation is only 0.024. With minimal variation ciated errors derived from the fitting processin Table 2.
below about 40 K, the B angle decreasesalmost linearly
The instantaneous(isobaric) thermal expansion is reuntil about 200 K, where it remains fairly constantbefore lated to the unit-cell parameterx, where a": (l/x)(6x/
showing a rapid increase above about 270 K. These 6?")and xo is the magnitude of parameter x at 0 K. At
anomalous behaviors in both the a cell parameter and high temperaturese'lr = | + (O/T), using a Taylor's ex-
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TABLE2. Tabulated results and errors from the data-fittino
proceoures

TABLE3, Atomic coordinatesand isotropicdisplacement
factorsfor deuteratedgypsumat 4.2,150, and 320 K

r (K)
s.67371(4)
A
15.10s9(2)
A
6.4s11(4)
A
488.89(1
) A.

0.010(1)
0.282(7\
0.0370(5)
11.0(2)

z

461(241
428(5)
225(2)
322(4)

Note: Xo,K and d represent the 0 K cell-parametervalue, the Einstein
constant, and the effective Einsteintemperatures,respectively.The data
from the empirical cosine fit to the B-angle variation reflect oscillation
aboutB'[118.5021(4)],amplitudeA [0.0128(4)],
efiectiveangularfrequency
o [0.0116(4)],and phaseshitt 4 [0.310(95)].

pansion,and consequently(l/.xo)(6x/67)x K/(xol).fl +
(O/T)1,giving, for the cell parameters

=',-'l'*
(+)l
"":H(#)
:3e8' ro-.[r.(.J]

= [' * (.Jl
",:[t)(,+)
"r_u:4.36'ro-'[r.(nJ]

Ca

s

o1
02
Ow
D1
D2
Ca
S
o1
02
Ow
D1
D2

D

ol
02

(r) 3l
D2

(2)

4.2K'
0.07996(1
8)
0.07667(24)
0.13282(8)
0.02194(9)
0.18240(1
0)
0.16662(9)
0.24481(10)
150K
0.50
0.07984(21
)
0.00
0.07695(29)
(33)
0.13292(1
0)
0.96371
0.75753(33) 0.02170(12)
3)
0.38222(38) 0.18229(1
2)
0.25341(41) 0.16210(1
0.40493(42\ 0.24446(12)
320K
0.5
0.07864(32)
0.07872(42)
0.0
5)
0.961
64(50) 0.13263(1
s4(18)
0.75714(48) 0.021
0.37837(60) 0.18255(21
)
0.2s043(64) 0.16150(20)
0.40225(69) o.24347(2O)
0.50
0.00
0.9641
3(26)
0.75763(27)
0.38342(29)
0.25369(30)
0.40549(33)

B(fu'z)

0.25
0.75
0.55028(23)
0.66427(221
0.46'179(241
0.50769(28)
0.49322(281

0.098(25)
0.104(43)
0.297(18)
0.280(20)
0.318(18)
1.428(22)
1.288(2s)

o.25
0.75
0.5s070(29)
0.66443(27)
0.46024(33)
0.50655(36)
0.49252(36)

0.207(32)
0.237(56)
0.602(2s)
0.518(26)
0.795(26)
1.911(31)
1.728(34)

0.2s
0.75
0.55120(43)
0.66527(39)
0.46544(s4)
0.50086(61)
0.49003(61)

0.s70(57)
0.s04(50)
1:t77(43)
0.970(41)
1.749(49)
3.520(66)
3.074(66)

Notei At 4.2 K, Re: 2.84, R*,: 2.25, and R.,, : 1.49"h;at 150 K, 4
: 2.60, R.e : 2.09, and R.* : 1.34oh;and at 320 K, 4 : 2.66, Rq :
2 . 1 9 ,a n d R . p : 1 . 3 0 Y " .
. Refer to David et al. (1993) for definition of discrepancyindices.

=#['.(+)]
":e)(#)

explains the perfect {010} cleavage.Seidl et al. (1969)
showed that although the HrO moleculesare equivalent,
they are significantly distorted in comparison to the geometry of free HrO molecules. The H-O-H bond angle
of theseHrO moleculesis 107.5',the two nonequivalent
H-O bonds are 0.959 and0.942 A, and althoughthe longestO-H...O hydrogenbond approximateslinearity with
an angleof 117.2, the shortesthydrogenbond possesses
an angle of 170.9" (Pedersenand Semmingsen1982).
and the instantaneous thermal expansion for the B cell Atomic coordinates,isotropic displacementfactors,bond
angle is
lengths, and bond angles extracted from the Rietveld
analysis for the temperatures4.2, 150, and 320 K are
au : 0/ BJ(68/67): -(Aol |Jsin(aT + S)
shown in Tables 3 and 4.
: 1 . 2 5 1x l 0 - 6 s i n ( 0 . 0 1 1 6+7 0
(
5
)
.
3
1
l
)
"
From the structure it can be seenthat the responseof
the DrO molecules to temperature increasesdepicts the
reflecting the changein sign of the thermal expansion.
behavior of the thermal expansion of gypsum. Indeed,
The influence of the temperature on the thermal ex- the hydrogen bond D2 . ' .O I acts almost totally along b,
pansion can be seen from Equations I to 5. For a, b, c, binding the layers together, and the thermal responseof
and V the rate of decreaseof the thermal expansion co- this weak interaction amounts to an increaseof 0.039 A,
efficient decreasesas the temperature increases,leading resulting in a total D2."Ol effect of 0.078 A per unit
to high-temperaturelimits of 3.98 x 10-6,4.36 x l0-5, cell. This reflects about 7 5o/oof the expansionalong b and
2.53 x l0-5, and 6.96 x 10 5 K 1,respectively.
when coupled with the expansion of the polyhedral layGypsum can be considered to be a layered structure, ers, with a large component of the Ca-Ow bond along b,
with layers parallel to the (010) face. Two sheetscom- is the principal cause of the large expansion along this
prising SOI- units are bound togetherby CaO, polyhedra, axis. Further expansionalong the b axis may be hindered
with six O atoms shared with the SOI- groups and two by the inability of the D-O-D angle of the DrO molecule
O atoms with HrO molecules. These pairs of layers are to further distort and the compensatory decreaseof the
weakly bound togetherby a layer of HrO molecules,which Ow-D2 bond.

:2s3 ro-,[r
. (+)]
"

(3)

:6s6 ro_,[r
. (+)]
"

(4)

- #[' . (nJ]
"': (,.t)[*.)
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TaBLE4.

Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (') for
deuteratedgypsum at 4.2, 150, and 320 K
4.2K

Ca-O1
Ca-O2
Ca-O2'
Ca-Ow

s-o1
s-o2
o1-s-o1'
o2-s-o2'
Ow-D1
Ow-D2
D1-Ow-D2
D1-O1
D2-O1

2.544(1)
2.526(2)
2.365(2)
2.364(3)
1.480(3)
1.468(2)
110.0(2)
111.4(2)
0.966(3)
0.960(2)
106.6(2)
1.846(3)
1.883(2)

150 K
2.546(2)
2.532(3)
2.362(3)
2.364(3)
1.478(3)
1.473(3)
110.1(3)
110.9(3)
0.963(4)
0.959(3)
106.6(3)
1.852(3)
1.890(2)

320 K
2.548(3)
2.541(3)
2.351(4)
2.378(5)
1.461(5)
1.495(5)
111.7(41
108.9(4)
0.961(6)
0.948(4)
107.2(51
1.872(51
1.922(4)

has a large component
The hydrogenbond Dl"'Ol
along the a axis; however, the expansionalong a is smaller than that along b or c. It is also evident from Table 4
that the expansionof the Dl. .'Ol hydrogenbond (0.026
A) is small in comparison with that of the D2 . . .O I hydrogen bond (0.039 A; becausethe expansionof Dl "'
Ol is also controlled by the thermal response of the
strongly defined polyhedral layers of gypsum. The thermal expansionalong a is likely to be hindered becauseof
a combination of factors, including, for example, the decreaseof the x fractional coordinate for all the nonsymmetry-restricted atoms, the inability of the DrO molecule
to increasethe Dl-Ow-D2 angle,the decreasein both the
Ca-O2' bond and the O2-S-O2' angle, and the almost
negligible expansion of the Ca-Ol bond.
As noted above, the B angle is relatively insensitive to
variations in temperature,rangingseveralhundred kelvin
in this study. The changein sign of the thermal expansion, however, suggeststhe involvement of two separate
causativemechanisms.Initially B beginsto decrease,perhaps reflecting a complex responseto the combined variation of the atomic coordinates and not the result of a
single dominant factor. Alternatively, this decreasemay
be induced by decreasesin the Ca-O2' bond and the 02S-O2' angle, whereas other bond lengths and angles remain fairly constant. At about 200 K, however, the B
anglestopsdecreasingand remains constant for about 70'
before rapidly increasing. At this point other structural
parametersbegin to dominate the thermal behavior of 0;
for example,the increasein the hydrogenbond Dl. . .Ol
or the Ca-Ow bond, both of which act partially across
the B angle,or alternativelythe increasein the Ol-S-Ol'
bond angle. Again, it is likely that the increasein the 0
angle is a combination of all of these factors; however, it
does representthe convergenceofthe structural units toward an arrangement suitable for dehydration and subsequent transformation to disordered bassanite and finally hexagonal "y-CaSOo,where the unique b axis of

85r

gypsum becomesthe hexad-containingc axis of '1,-CaSOo
and the 118.513' B angleof gypsum becomesthe 120'
angle of 'y-CaSOo.
The thermal relaxation ofthe gypsum structure, as reported here, when coupled with compressibility data allows the generation of realistic flow laws for gypsum and
in turn enhancesthe understanding of both static and
dynamic deformation processesof gypsum. The thermal
behavior of gypsum prior to dehydration enables the
modeling of stressesassociatedwith polycrystalline aggregateswithin fault zones and deformation regimes.
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